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hair bsdf model

[KK89]

• diffuse scattering

‣ kajiya and kay’s model

• single scattering

‣ marschner’s model 

‣ disney’s model 

‣ weta’s model

• multiple scattering
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hair bsdf model
[M

JC
*03]

• diffuse scattering

‣ kajiya and kay’s model

• single scattering

‣ marschner’s model 

‣ disney’s model 

‣ weta’s model

• multiple scattering
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hair bsdf model
[SPJT

10]

• diffuse scattering

‣ kajiya and kay’s model

• single scattering

‣ marschner’s model 

‣ disney’s model 

‣ weta’s model

• multiple scattering
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hair bsdf model
[dFH

*11]

• diffuse scattering

‣ kajiya and kay’s model

• single scattering

‣ marschner’s model 

‣ disney’s model 

‣ weta’s model

• multiple scattering
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hair bsdf modelTo appear in the ACM SIGGRAPH 2008 conference proceedings

Single Scattering Only Path Tracing Reference Dual Scattering Dual Scattering Dual Scattering

(offline) (offline) (ray shooting) (forward scattering map) (GPU-based)
3 minutes 22 hours 9.6 minutes 4.6 minutes 5.8 fps

Figure 10: Comparison of our dual scattering approximation method to path tracing (“ground truth”) for a complicated hair style with 50K
strands and 3.4M segments. The hair model is illuminated by two light sources, one of which act as a back light.
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Figure 13: The effect of forward and backward scattering density factors d

f

(x,!

d

) and d

b

(x,!

d

). Values of 0.0 are equivalent to single
scattering only. For most human hair styles values between 0.6 and 0.8 generate close approximations to path tracing.

ilarity of fiber directions). By splitting multiple scattering into a
local and a global part and using different approximations regard-
ing the directionality of scattering from hair fibers, our dual scat-
tering approach is orders of magnitude faster than other accurate
techniques. We justify our simplifications by not only the theory
but also several comparisons to ground truth (path tracing) in both
experimental setups and realistic cases.

It is important to note that all of the computations described rely on
physically-based values. All parameters are either fundamental to
the virtual scene (e.g. directions such as !

i

), or are characteristics
of real hair that can be accurately measured and described (e.g. the
↵ and � values, and the BCSDF description). The only “user ad-
justable” term is the density factor (d

f

and d

b

), but even this has a
physical meaning that limits the range of choices and, in theory, it
could be computed precisely. Figure 13 shows the effect of chang-
ing density parameters.

The multiple scattering computation simplifications introduced in
this paper are based on theoretical approximations rather than ad-
hoc appearance-based formulations. As a result, despite the aggres-
sive simplifications we have made, we obtain close approximations
with no parameter adjustment and much faster computations.

On the other hand, one can come up with special hair models that
would break some of our assumptions. For instance, if the mean
path length is large (as in sparse hairstyles) or if attenuation coef-
ficients are very small, the global structure of a hairstyle tends to
play an important role that biases the results. Furthermore, the as-
sumption that neighboring hair strands exhibit a similar structure
can be violated in chaotic hair models. However, even for compli-
cated cases our results look plausible and close to reference images
with significantly improved computation times.

One limitation of our formulation arises from the fact that we use
the shadow path as a prototype for all significant multiple scattered
paths. Therefore, when there is a strong spatial variation in illumi-
nation, this prototype path assumption may be violated. For exam-

ple, a hard shadow edge falling across the hair creates a sharp il-
lumination change, hence our prototype path approximation would
be less accurate along the shadow boundary.

We believe that separating local and global multiple scattering is a
very general principle that is applicable not only in the realm of hair
rendering, but also for other highly scattering quasi-homogeneous
structures such as snow, clouds or woven textiles.
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[MM06]

[MWM08]

[ZYWK08]

• diffuse scattering

‣ kajiya and kay’s model

• single scattering

‣ marschner’s model 

‣ disney’s model 

‣ weta’s model

• multiple scattering
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importance sampling for hair bsdf
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• a variance reduction technique for monte-carlo estimation.

• crucial to environment/area lighting and indirect illumination.

goal:   draw sample from pdf

importance sampling

p(x) / f(x)
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• [MM06] and [MWM08]’s solution
‣ based on ray shooting and precomputed table

‣ expensive to evaluate and store

• R&H’s solution [Neu10]
‣ based on cone-shell model (single lobe)

‣ not adaptive to the roughness of hair strand

• [HR11]’s solution
‣ apply to one lobe

‣ edge cases are difficult to handle correctly

previous works

[Neu10]
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• inspired by Marschner’s model

• uses only elementary functions

• easier for artist to control

• efficient to evaluate

Sadeghi’s hair scattering model
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Sadeghi’s hair scattering model

Figure 5: A schematic visualization of our approach . The first column shows the physically based hair scattering function f

s

which is defined
over a set of physically based parameters {PBC}. The second column shows decomposed scattering functions f

s

i

. In the third column,
meaningful artist friendly controls AFC

ij

are being defined for each subcomponent. In the fourth column, new pseudo scattering functions
f

0
s

i

are introduced to approximate each f

s

i

function. These functions are defined over the domain of AFC

ij

. In the last column, all of these
pseudo scattering functions are combined to give us the final pseudo scattering function f

0
s

that approximates f

s

.

5. Recombination: Combine the approximated pseudo scatter-
ing functions f

0
s

i

to get one pseudo scattering function f

0
s

.
The final pseudo scattering function f

0
s

approximates f

s

and
is defined over the domain of artist friendly control parameters
{AFC

ij

}.

See Figure 5 for a schematic visualization of this approach.

5 Applying Our Approach
In this section we explain how we have applied our approach to the
single and multiple scattering components.

5.1 Single Scattering

5.1.1 Examination

In computer graphics, the prominent work on single scattering
properties of hair fibers is by Marschner et al. [2003]. According
to their measurements, single scattering has three main subcompo-
nents: 1) The light that reflects off the surface of hair (aka primary
highlight), 2) light that has transmitted through the hair medium
(aka transmission highlight), and 3) light that has been internally
reflected off the inner surface of the hair (aka secondary highlight).
We will refer to these components as R, TT, and TRT, respectively
(Figure 6 left).

Due to the presence of tilted cuticles, these three components will
be reflected in three different angles around the hair fiber, forming 3

different cones. The R component has the color of the light source
and usually appears as a bright highlight. The TT component ap-
pears in back lighting situations and is the bright halo around the
hair. The TRT component appears above the primary highlight and
has the color of the hair. This component contains some random-
ized looking sharp peaks that are basically caustics formed as the
light passes through the hair fibers. Their randomized appearance
is due to the fact that hair fibers have elliptical cross sections and
are oriented randomly.

Marschner et al. [2003] showed that one can decompose the scatter-
ing function of a hair fiber into three longitudinal functions M(✓)

and three azimuthal functions N(�). See Figure 6 for a qualitative
visualization of these six functions. Marschner et al. [2003] defined
the final hair scattering function f

s

as:

f

s

(✓, �) =

X

X

M

X

(✓)N

X

(�)/ cos

2
✓ (3)

where subscript X 2 {R, TT, TRT} represents one of the three
subcomponents.

The longitudinal scattering functions M

X

(✓) have been modeled
as unit-integral, zero-mean Gaussian functions. The variance of
these Gaussian functions represents the longitudinal width of each
highlight:

M

X

(✓) = g(�

2
X

, ✓

h

� ↵

X

) (4)
Here g is a unit-integral zero-mean Gaussian function, �

2
X

repre-
sents the variance of the lobe, ↵

X

represents its longitudinal shift,
and ✓

h

is the longitudinal half angle between incoming and outgo-
ing light directions.

Marschner et al. [2003] proceed to compute the azimuthal scatter-
ing functions assuming that the hair fibers have circular cross sec-
tions. The important observation in this context is that the final
shape of these scattering functions is relatively easy to character-
ize, and that it is qualitatively similar for different types of hair
(Figure 6 right). The exception is the behavior of the glints which
is very complex. However, for our purposes it is sufficient to use a
simplified model as described below.



  















Figure 6: Single scattering subcomponents: R, TT, and TRT. (left)
Three different paths that light can take after intersecting a hair
fiber. (middle) Longitudinal scattering functions M

x

(✓) which are
three cones with different apex angles. (right) Azimuthal scattering
functions N

x

(�).

5.1.2 Decomposition

For the decomposition step, we asked a team of artists to identify
appearance properties that they want to control. They came up with
four components: primary highlight, secondary highlight, glints,
and the rim light when the hair is backlit.

These four components align with the underlying physically based
calculations very nicely. They are basically the R, TT, and TRT
components where the TRT component is being decomposed into
two subcomponents: glints and TRT excluding the glints.

5.1.3 Defining AFCs

Defining decoupled and meaningful artist friendly controls for
each component means defining qualities like color, intensity, size,

56:4       •       I. Sadeghi et al.

ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 29, No. 4, Article 56, Publication date: July 2010.

[Fig 6, Sadeghi, 2010]
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Sadeghi’s hair scattering model
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Primary Reflection

R R R Primary Reflection

TT TT TT Transmission

TRT TRT TRT-g Secondary Reflection without Glint

TRT TRT g g Glint
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Transmission

R R R Primary Reflection

TT TT TT Transmission

TRT TRT TRT-g Secondary Reflection without Glint

TRT TRT g g Glint
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Secondary Reflection (TRT)

R R R Primary Reflection

TT TT TT Transmission

TRT TRT TRT-g Secondary Reflection without Glint

TRT TRT g g Glint
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Glint (TRT-G)

R R R Primary Reflection

TT TT TT Transmission

TRT TRT TRT-g Secondary Reflection without Glint

TRT TRT g g Glint
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longitudinal terms

R R R Primary Reflection

TT TT TT Transmission

TRT TRT TRT-g Secondary Reflection without Glint

TRT TRT g g Glint
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azimuthal terms

R R R Primary Reflection

TT TT TT Transmission

TRT TRT TRT-g Secondary Reflection without Glint

TRT TRT g g Glint
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MR = g(�R ↵R ✓h) MTT = g(�TT ↵TT ✓h)

MTRT = g(�TRT ↵TRT ✓h)

NR = (�/ ) NTT = g(�TT ⇡- �)

NTRT-g = (�/ ) Ng = g(�g |�|- �g)
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Importance of Gaussian vs Cosine in  
Hair Bsdf
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MR = g(�R ↵R ✓h) MTT = g(�TT ↵TT ✓h)

MTRT = g(�TRT ↵TRT ✓h)

NR = (�/ ) NTT = g(�TT ⇡- �)

NTRT-g = (�/ ) Ng = g(�g |�|- �g)
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MR = g(�R ↵R ✓h) MTT = g(�TT ↵TT ✓h)

MTRT = g(�TRT ↵TRT ✓h)

NR = (�/ ) NTT = g(�TT ⇡- �)

NTRT-g = (�/ ) Ng = g(�g |�|- �g)

require an efficient way to draw samples from gaussian distribution
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box-muller transform

• θh  has a valid range of 

• box-muller transform maps two samples from a uniform distribution 
into two standard normal (gaussian) distributed samples,  one of them 
can be used to generate θh.

• the generated θh  samples fall in the range (−∞,∞)

• samples outside valid range (edge cases) are difficult to handle, see 
[Hery & Ramamoothi, 2011].
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invert cdf technique

• gaussians do not have close-form antiderivatives
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invert cdf technique

• gaussians do not have close-form antiderivatives

• use Cauchy distribution to draw samples from

f(�, x� x0) =
1

⇡


�

(x� x0)2 + �

2

�
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invert cdf technique

• gaussians do not have close-form antiderivatives

• use Cauchy distribution to draw samples from

• Cauchy has closed-form antiderivative

f(�, x� x0) =
1

⇡


�

(x� x0)2 + �

2

�

P (x) =
1

⇡

tan�1

✓
x� x0

�

◆
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cauchy and guassian
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longitudinal terms

M
x

= g(�
x

↵
x

✓h) x = {R TT TRT}
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sampling longitudinal terms

✓i = �
x

(⇠(A- B) + B) + ↵
x

- ✓r

A = -

✓
⇡/ + ✓r/ - ↵

x

�
x

◆
B = -

✓
-⇡/ + ✓r/ - ↵

x

�
x

◆

⇠ ⇠ U( )given:

sample θi:

with pdf: 

p(✓i) =
✓i(A- B)

�
x

(✓h - ↵
x

) + �
x

where 
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longitudinal term derivation

Z ⇡

-⇡
c

"
�

(✓i+✓r - ↵) + �

#

✓i
✓id✓i

= c -

✓
✓i - ↵

�

◆����

⇡/ +✓r

-⇡/ +✓r

=

p(✓i) /
"

�

(✓i+✓r - ↵) + �

#

✓i
we want:

by integration:

normalization: c =
(A- B)

where A = -

✓
⇡/ + ✓r/ - ↵

x

�
x

◆
B = -

✓
-⇡/ + ✓r/ - ↵

x

�
x

◆
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longitudinal term derivation

p(✓i) =
✓i(A- B)

�
⇣

✓i+✓r - ↵
⌘

+ �
pdf:

cdf: P(✓i) =

Z✓i

-⇡
c

"
�

(
✓0
i+✓r - ↵) + �

#

✓0i
✓0id✓

0
i

=

-
⇣ ✓i+✓r -↵

�

⌘
- B

A- B

sampling: ✓i = P- (⇠) = � (⇠(A- B) + B) + ↵- ✓r
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sampling azimuthal terms

Azimuthal terms for R and TRT-g are approximated cos(half_phi),  which has a closed form 
antiderivative, so applying the inverse CDF technique is straightforward. 

 
Sampling algorithm for azimuthal terms involving gaussians can be derived similar to the 

longitudinal terms.
(Complete details in the paper and supplemental material)
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energy based lobe selection

• distribute samples to all the lobes

• select a lobe with a probability proportional to its energy

ER =
p

⇡�RIR ETT = ⇡�TT�TTITT

ETRT-g =
p

⇡�TRTITRT Eg = ⇡�TRT�gITRTIg

energy estimations for each lobes:
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Results
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Sample Distribution
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Area Lighting

Importance             32 samples              Uniform
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Area Lighting

Importance             64 samples              Uniform
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Area Lighting

Importance             128 samples              Uniform
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Area Lighting

Importance(256)                           Uniform(1024)
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Environment Lighting

Importance           16 samples            Uniform
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Environment Lighting

Importance           32 samples            Uniform
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Environment Lighting

Importance           64 samples            Uniform
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Environment Lighting

Importance           128 samples            Uniform
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Environment Lighting

Importance (128)                    Uniform (512)
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Area GI

Importance                   128                           Uniform
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Area GI

Importance                   256                           Uniform
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Area GI

Importance                   512                           Uniform
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Area GI

Importance (512)                                     Uniform(4096)
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Area GI

Importance (512)                                Uniform(Reference)
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Environment GI

Importance           256           Uniform
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Environment GI

Importance           512           Uniform
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Environment GI

Importance  (512)                  Uniform (1024)
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Environment GI

Importance (512)                    Uniform  (4096)
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Cornell Box
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Production Area Lighting Test

Importance                32                     Uniform
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Production Area Lighting Test

Importance  (32)                                Uniform (256)
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Production Env Lighting Test

Importance                32               Uniform 
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Production Env Lighting Test

Importance (32)                              Uniform (256)
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• Common constants are computed for each shading micropolygon and 
amortized over all samples

• Per sample cost is higher than stochastic uniform sampling with a few 
trig, arc trig and sqrt computations.  But much cheaper than shading 
cost.

• Hair is a spherical BSDF (most surface BRDF lobes are hemispherical)

• Shadows:  ray traced shadows or point based occlusion

Implementation
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conclusion
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